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1. INTRODUCTION 
We introduce and briefly examine the concept of a fuzzy T,-topological 
space. Unlike the current trend, we do it by using Wong’s fuzzy points [4]. 
Like its predecessor [2], this paper also has the limited aim of establishing 
the appropriateness of the concept. In contrast to fuzzy Hausdorffness, we 
observe that fuzzy T,-ness does not exactly behave as one would desire-in 
fact, some of the most desirable features are lost (see Remark 3.1 below). 
But this loss is not total and these desirable features are restored if we 
confine ourselves to fuzzy topologies which are topologically generated (in 
the sense of Lowen [ 1 I). Interestingly, here also (as in [2]), the two functors 
4: TOP -+ FTOP and ?I FTOP + TOP of Lowen [ 1 ] preserve T,-ness and 6 
also reflects it. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This section consists of some definitions and known results needed for the 
subsequent development. All undefined concepts and notations used here are 
standard by now and can be found in [ 1 ] or [2]. 
As usual, the membership function of a fuzzy set A in X will be denoted 
by PA; the membership function of an ordinary set is its characteristic 
function. 
DEFININITION 2.1. A fuzzy point p in a set X is a fuzzy set in X given by 
P,(X) = t for x =xP (O<t< 1) 
and 
P,(X) = 0 for xfx,. 
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x, is called the support of p and t the value of p. A fuzzy point p in X is said 
to belong to a fuzzy set A in X (notation: p E A) iff pu,(x,) < pA(xp). In 
general, the support of p will be denoted by xp. Two fuzzy points p and q in 
X are distinct iff their supports are distinct. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A fuzzy topology on a set X is a collection r of fuzzy 
sets in X such that 
(i) r 2 (A IA is a fuzzy set with ,qA(x) = Q, Vx E X, for some 
a E [O, 11); 
(ii) A,B E t*A fIB E 5; 
(iii) {Ai:iEI}Gr*Ui,,AiEr. 
Members of t are called t-open fuzzy sets and the pair (X, r) is called a&zy 
topological space, in short, an fts. Complements of open fuzzy sets are called 
closed fuzzy sets. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let (X, r) be an fts. 9 G r is a base for t iff each 
member of t is a union of members of 37. 9’ c z is a subbase for r iff finite 
intersections of members of 9’ form a base for r; in this case we say that r is 
generated by 9. 
THEOREM 2.1. For an fts (X, t), 9 is a base iff VA E t and V fuzzy 
point p E A, 3B E 9 such that p E B s A. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let p be a fuzzy point in (X, 5). A fuzzy set N is called 
a fuzzy neighbourhood of p iff 3A E t such that p E A G N. 
THEOREM 2.2. A fuzzy set in (X, r) is fuzzy open iff it is a 
neighbourhood of each of its fuzzy points. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let (X, r) be an fts and A 5 X. Then (A, rA) is called a 
fuzzy subspace of (X, r) iff tA = {f IA:f E 7). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X and Y, respectively. The 
Cartesian product A x B of A and B is a fuzzy set in X x Y defined by 
P~~&,Y) = W~A(x>~~B(y)J V(X,Y)EXX Y. 
This definition can be easily extended to arbitrary Cartesian products (we use 
the usual notation involving n). 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let {(Xi, ti) : i E I} be a family of fts and X = nit, Xi. 
The product fuzzy topology on X is the one with basic fuzzy open sets of the 
form nie, iJi, where Ui E ri and Ui = Xi except for finitely many i’s. 
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DEFINITION 2.8. For a topology a on X let o(g) be the set of all lower 
semicontinuous functions from (X, a) to [0, 11; w(g) turns out to be a fuzzy 
topology on X (see [ 11). A fuzzy topology of the form w(K) is called 
topologically generated. For a fuzzy topology t on X, let i(t) be the topology 
on X induced by all functions f : X + I,., wherefE r and I, is [0, l] with the 
left half open interval topology. 
Remark 2.1. Although we do not quite require it, it is worthwhile to 
note that Lowen [ 1 ] has used the above constructions for obtaining two 
functors c3 : TOP + FTOP and E FTOP + TOP, where TOP and FTOP are 
categories of topological and fuzzy topological spaces, respectively. Inci- 
dently, r turns out to be left adjoint to (3 (see [ 21 for details). 
3. FUZZY T,-TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X, r) be a fuzzy topological space. Then (X, r) is 
called a fuzzy T,-topofogical space iff for every pair of distinct fuzzy points 
p, q in X, we can find fuzzy open sets U and V in (X, r) such that p E U, 
qFf U and qE V,p4 V. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, 5) be a fuzzy topological space. Consider the 
following statements: 
(i) A,, the diagonal of X, is fuzzy closed in (X x X, s x S), where 6 
is the discrete fuzzy topology on X (i.e., 6 consists of all fuzzy sets in X). 
(ii) (x}, Vx E X, is fuzzy closed in (X, 5). 
(iii) (X, t) is a fuzzy T,-topological space. 
Then (i) tj (ii) 3 (iii). 
Prooj (i) => (ii). It suffices to show that X - (x) is fuzzy open in (X, r) 
VX E X. For this, let p E X - (x} with support y and value r. Then y # x, i.e., 
(y,x)EXxX-Ad,. Now consider the fuzzy point q of X x X such that 
p&y, x) = r. Then q E X X X-A, and so 3 a basic open fuzzy set, say 
UX V, of (XXX, rX6) such that qE Ux VGXXX-A,. Thus, 
P,(Y, x) = r < inf{h(y), kAx)l <,+(Y>. 
Now p,(y) = r < pu( y) op E U. Further, since U x V c: X x X - A,, we 
have 
But then, inf (~o(x),~V(x)} = 0 ( since (x,x) E A,). This implies that 
k’(X) = 0 since pV(x) # 0. Now ,+(x)=0* USX- (x}. Thus, 
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p E U CX- (x}. In other words, X- (x} is a fuzzy open neighbourhood of 
p showing, in view of Theorem 2.2, that X - (x) is fuzzy open in (X, r). 
(ii) 3 (i). We show that X x X-d, is fuzzy open in (X x X, r x 8). Let 
p E X X X-A, be a fuzzy point in X X X with support (x, y) and value Y. 
Then x # y. Now define fuzzy points q1 and qZ in X with supports x and y 
respectively such that p*,(x) = ,~~,(y) = Y. Since X - ( y} is fuzzy open, 3 a 
fuzzy open set U in X such that 9, E UC X - { JJ}. Consider 
UX(yJErX6. Wehave 
SO, qlE U*PE UX (~1. Now note that UEX- {y}a,~~(y)=O. This 
and the fact that P,,,)(X) = 0 if x # y, show that, Vx’ E X, 
~~~~~~~~~~ x’) = W&‘), iucy,(x’)l = 0. 
Hence p E U x { y} c X x X - A, showing fuzzy openness of X x X-A,. 
(ii) =r (iii). Let p and (? be two distinct fuzzy points in X with supports x 
and y and values r and s respectively. Using (ii), X - (x} and X - ( y) are 
fuzzy open in (X, r). It can be easily checked that p E X - {x}, q @X - (x) 
and qEX- (y}, p@X- {y}. Thus, X-(x} and X- (y\ are two fuzzy 
open sets satisfying the required conditions of fuzzy T,-ness. Hence (X, r) is 
a fuzzy T,-space. 
Remark 3.1. The above theorem, on the whole, appears to be 
satisfactory. However, guided by the usual topological analogue, one would 
have naturally desired the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) for it is this 
equivalence in (usual) topology which plays a key role in proving many 
properties enjoyed by T,-spaces. The following counterexample rules out the 
possibility of (iii) =P (ii), in general. This situation, fortunately, can be 
repaired if one deals with topologically generated fuzzy topologies and this is 
the content of Theorem 3.2 below. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. We show that (iii) & (ii). First, note that, roughly 
speaking, (ii) is equivalent o the requirement that given two distinct points x 
and y of X, we can find a fuzzy open set U whose value at x is 1 and at y, 0 
and (iii) is equivalent o requiring that given two distinct points x, y of X we 
can find a fuzzy open set U of X whose value at x is arbitrarily large and 
whose value at y is arbitrarily small (but greater than zero). It is this obser- 
vation which motivates the following counterexample. 
Let X be any set. Vx E X and NE (0, l), we define the mapping 
ptx,Nj :X-+ [0, l] as follows: 
luw,(~> = 1 -NY 4’ # x. 
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Let t denote the fuzzy topology on X generated by fuzzy sets with 
membership functions being either the constant functions or of the form 
IU(X,N), xEX,NE (0, 1). 
First, we show that r is fuzzy T,. Let p and q be two distinct fuzzy points 
in X with supports x and y and values Y and s respectively. As r, s E (0, l), 
we can find k E (0, 1) such that r < A and 1 - s < ,I. Clearly, the r-open 
fuzzy set U with pu = P~,,~) is such that p E U and q 65 U. Similarly, we can 
find a r-open fuzzy set V such that q E V, p & V. Thus, t is fuzzy T,. Next 
we show that condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 fails completely by showing that 
no point of X can be fuzzy r-closed. For if some {x} is fuzzy closed in (X, t) 
then X - (x} is fuzzy open and so for any fuzzy point p E X - (x), we can 
find a basic fuzzy open set U of (X, t) such that p E U E X - (x}. But this 
implies that pu,(x,) < pJxP) and ,DJx’) < ~x-,xI(x’), Vx’ E X. The second 
inequality forces ,+,(x) = 0. Also, a look at the definition of r shows that no 
basic fuzzy r-open set, other than 0, takes value zero at any point of X. 
Hence U must be 0. This is a contradiction to ‘p E U’ showing that (x} 
cannot be fuzzy closed in (X, 7). 
We shall see, with the aid of the next theorem, that the three statements of 
Theorem 3.1 are equivalent for topologically generated fuzzy topological 
spaces. 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) (X, i5) is T, tj (X, o(g)) is fuzzy T, . 
(ii) (X, S) is fuzzy T, * i(S) is T,. 
ProojI (i) First, let (X, K) be T,. Let p and q be distinct fuzzy points 
inX,Thenx,#x,andas(X,~)isT,,3U,VEgsuchthatx,EU,~,411 
and xq E V, xP & V. Since xu, xv are lower semicontinuous, U, VE o(a). 
Clearly, p E U. Also, q @ U since x, @ U. Similarly, q E V and p & V. Thus, 
w(g) is fuzzy T,. 
Conversely, let o(a) be fuzzy T, . Let x, y E X, x # y. Consider two fuzzy 
points p and q in X with supports x and y respectively such that 
p,(x) = pu,(y) = r (say). Since (X, o(g)) is fuzzy T, , 3 fuzzy open sets U 
and V in (X, m(K)) such that p E U, q & U and q E Vp & V. Then 
and 
P,(X) = r < dx>, PJY> = r > PRY) (3.1) 
P,(Y) = r < k4Y>, PJX> = r > P&>. (3.2) 
Equation (3.1) says that x E ,u;l(r, 11, y @ ,u;‘(r, l] and (3.2) says that 
y E p;‘(r, 11, x & ,u(l’(r, I]. Now as ,u;,‘(r, l] and p;l(r, l] are open sets in 
(X, a), (X, R) is T,. 
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(ii) Let x, y E X # y. Consider two fuzzy points p and q in X such that 
P,(X) =,uu,(y) = r. Using T, property of (X, 7), we can find two fuzzy open 
sets U and V in (X, 7) such that p E U, q & U and q E V, p & V. Now 
and 
qE VYP@ V*,b(x)<r<Lb(y). 
Thus, as in (i), we note that x E p;‘(r, 11, y Q p;‘(r, 1] and y E p;‘(r, 1 ], 
x@,~;‘(r, 11. Also, pu;‘(r, l] and ,~;‘(r, l] are open in (X,i(r)). Hence 
(X, i(7)) is T,. 
Remark 3.2. The converse of Theorem 3.2(ii) is not true. Consider the 
following example due to Lowen. Let X be any set. Consider the fuzzy 
topology 7 on X whose open fuzzy sets are given by the membership 
functions from [+, l]“lJ{ a: a is a constant function with value (I, a < i}. It 
can be checked that (X, 7) is not fuzzy T,. Also, i(7) comes out to be a 
discrete topology and hence, T,. 
Now we shall mention two consequences of Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. For topologically generated fuzzy topological spaces, the 
three statements of Theorem 3.1 are equivalent. 
ProoJ It is sufficient to show that (iii) * (ii). As 7 is given to be 
topologically generated, r = w(K) for some topology g on X. Now (iii) says 
that (X, o(W)) is fuzzy T,. Therefore, by Theorem 3.2(i), (X, K) is T,, 
which implies that (x}, tix E X, is closed in (X, g). Now it is easy to see 
that xxmtx, : (X, i5) -+ [0, l] is lower semicontinuous, i.e., X - (x} E w(K) or 
(x) is fuzzy closed in w(K). This proves (iii) 3 (ii). 
Following the definition of fuzzy compactness, as in [ 11, and using 
Theorem 4.1 of [ 1 ] and Theorem 3.2(i) above, we get the following: 
THEOREM 3.4. (X, f?) is compact T, o (X, w(K)) is fuzz-v compact fuzzy 
T, * 
Before closing this section, we mention fuzzy counterparts of a few 
familiar facts on T,-topological spaces. 
First, we state without proof the following: 
THEOREM 3.5. (i) Fuzzy T,-ness is productive. 
(ii) Fuzzy T,-ness is hereditary. 
Finally, note that a fuzzy T,-space need not be fuzzy Hausdorff (fuzzy 
Hausdorffness means being able to separate distinct fuzzy points by disjoint 
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fuzzy open sets). For example, if a is the cofinite topology on an infinite set 
X, then w(W) is fuzzy T, in view of Theorem 3.2 above whereas, since ~7 is 
non-Hausdorff, W(K) cannot be fuzzy Hausdorff in view of Theorem 3.2 of 
121. 
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